• Review Status of MIPP -E907-Took data till 2006 --18 million events-Analysis status
• Physics case for MIPP-restart the study of the strong interaction., test scaling laws for inclusive reactions.
• Obtain nuclear cross sections with 6 beam species for purposes of proton radiography
• Measure the particle production spectrum with excellent particle id off the NuMI target • We designed and built the beamline and the experiment was put together largely from existing hardware that had to be refurbished (to keep costs down).
• We had to learn to use the TPC, RICH, CKOV, BCKOV. We fabricated the ToF counter and redesigned the RICH front end electronics. All drift chambers were refurbished from existing pieces of apparatus. The hadron calorimeter was re-used. We built the EM calorimeter using a lead absorber.
Goal of MIPP-Program
• Measure Neutrino Flux <=> Meson Cross-Section (X f , P t )
» Primary  ± /K ± /K 0 in proton -Target collision in open Geometry (Single-arm spectrometer measurements lose correlation) » Measure meson production cross section where the beam is  ± /K ± /p ± at different momenta (5<P beam <85) using a suite of nuclear targets, thin and thick, that compose neutrino beam elements (Target-holder, Horns, collimators, decay-pipe, Air/He) i.e. provide a matrix of measurements that will be directly used in the Meson-Transport -Flux in NuMI (MINOS/NOvA), DUSEL, Atmospheric, Neutrino-factory,
• Empirically gird the hadron-cascade simulation: MIPP uses =>targets spanning periodic table (H-->U); =>thin (1% Lambda) to thick (2.5% Lambda); =>Beam (p/Pi+-/K+-) from 5<Pbeam<120 GeV
• Study of the Strong Interaction
We have a theory of the strong interaction-in theory
• Why study non-perturbative QCD? Answer:-We do not know how to calculate a single cross section in non-perturbative QCD! This is >99% of the total QCD cross section. Perturbative QCD has made impressive progress. But it relies on structure functions for its calculations, which are non-perturbative and derived from data.
• All "established" scaling laws (Feynman scaling, KNO scaling, rapidity plateaus) are violated. Regge theory is a framework. Predictions violatable by adding more trajectories.
• Most existing data are of low statistics with poor particle id and high systematics (single arm spectrometers)
• Most models tuned on a variety of old data on single particle inclusives. They manage to get the longitudinal profiles of hadronic showers correct. Transverse profiles requires understanding and modelling of particle correlations (i.e full non-perturbative QCD dynamics). Data not available. One is at the mercy of a large number of models that are not consistent with each other. A lot of manpower is invested in "tuning and validating" models, that are inadequate to answer the detailed questions precision experiments are asking today.
• Technology has improved since the bubble chamber and today we are in a position to acquire high quality production data that can completely revolutionize our ability to predict hadronic showers. This will greatly increase our understanding of systematics in a series of experiments, fixed target neutrino experiments being a significant beneficiary.
General scaling law of particle fragmentation
• States that the ratio of a semi-inclusive cross section to an inclusive cross section
• where M 2 ,s and t are the Mandelstam variables for the missing mass squared, CMS energy squared and the momentum transfer squared between the particles a and c. PRD18(1978) 204.
• Using EHS data, we have tested and verified the law in 12 reactions (DPF92) but only at fixed s. • MIPP will in principle test this in 36 reactions.
MIPP upgrade can extend these scaling relation tests to two particle inclusive reactions which requires more statistics.
MIPP Secondary Beam
Installed in 2003. Excellent performance. Ran it successfully in MIPP from 5-85 GeV/c secondaries and 120 GeV/c primary protons. Excellent particle ID capabilities using 2 Beam Cerenkovs. For low momenta (<~10 GeV/c) ToF is used for pid. Design principles and lessons learned used in M-test upgrade.
Beam line details
• Design borrowed from muon collider final focus.
• 95 meters from primary to secondary target. Low momentum Pions survive.
• We went thru 7 designs before settling on this.
• Dispersion at collimator.
• Beam has to be parallel at the experimental target.
• Final design chosen due to Carol Johnstone.
• Beam particle id using two differential beam Ckovs.
• Gave this design to M-test to avoid test beam community from wanting to use MIPP. • They have a slightly longer version of this design that bends horizontally.
• With upgraded power supplies that regulate at low current and Hall probes , it is possible to increase momentum range from ~1 GeV/c -85 GeV/c for secondaries of both charges. Charged kaons from ~3GeV/c (decay).
• Removing Cu primary target and adding pinhole collimator, we brought in low intensity beam of 120 geV protons for NuMI. 
Analysis Status
• We have published NIM articles.
• General NIM article on experiment in preparation.
• NIM article on Calorimeter published • NIM article on Charged Kaon mass measurement using RICH rings (a new technique) submitted.
• NUMI target hadroproduction analysis very close to completion. • Calorimeter neutron production cross section analyses 90% complete.
Scaling Law
Continuing on to physical t values, one gets Essentially, it states that semi-inclusive cross sections are not all independent but are connected by these relations. 
